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See more on FIFA 16 and FIFA 17 In a press release, EA Sports said: "With the introduction of ‘HyperMotion Technology’, we’ve created a new level of on-screen immersion with gameplay that players truly feel they’re controlling. With unparalleled accuracy and responsiveness, you’ll experience a new dimension of on-screen
action." FIFA 16 introduced “Human Intelligence Technology” which provided a new way for AI-controlled opposition players to react to real-life behaviour that was unseen in real-life before. For example, AI players would react differently to touch, aggressive tackles, tackles that catch an opponent out of position, etc. Unlike

previous versions of FIFA, FIFA 16 allowed the user to easily make drastic and detailed adjustments to the game’s AI settings. FIFA 17 received a number of major changes to its AI. AI players would no longer decide to pass to certain players after a key pass, a move which would have made sense if they were human, but would
have made no sense if they were an AI player. In place of this, AI players learned to pass to the right-most unmarked player in FIFA 17. The same philosophy was applied to marking, where AI players would stop marking, kick off passes and run all-out to the nearest unmarked player, which they would then stay on. Player
ratings improved, and FIFA 17 featured the introduction of “Football Intelligence”, which allows the computer-controlled players to learn from their opponents. New tactics were also introduced in FIFA 17. FIFA 17 introduced tactical lines of control (a new system of football that helped bring the game closer in line with the

demands of a tactical game), tackling the ball and attacking options after a tackle. FIFA 19 also introduced "Training Context", a new method of explaining the key attributes (fitness, agility, stamina, passing, shooting) of players, based on real-life statistics as well as key attributes of modern football. As was the case with FIFA
17, FIFA 19 introduced Tactics (Tactical Tacks) which allows the user to adjust how each player's actions during a pass, run, tackle and sprint were decided based on his ratings. Tactics also allowed the user to select which attribute or actions would be shown on the player's player card. Players could now create a custom-built

player card, and could also add additional attributes. To create a custom-built player

Features Key:

Live FIFA World Cup™: Real teams, real players, real matches, real atmosphere.
Live Italia™ Pre-Season: Watch all the matches from the new official international friendly series.
Live UEFA European Champion: Follow 33 of the best clubs through 32 authentic, full-season campaigns of European play for the ultimate glory.
Live Manager Challenges: Take to the virtual pitch to prove yourself in challenges that test your tactics, sports knowledge, and ability to get the most out of your team.
Unbeatable XI and Community Seasons: Create your top 20 or 50 clubs, and participate in unique community seasons that customize and reveal your team the way you want it to look.
Real Player Movements: Watch and master the premium player movements of the world’s best footballers in unprecedented detail.
NFC Live Academy: Experience the new real-life movement of professional football as your first-ever coach with a whole new on-field presentation.
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FIFA is one of the largest football video game series in the world, available across a range of platforms including Xbox, PlayStation®, PC, mobile and tablets. The FIFA franchise spans across countless modes on home and away pitch, beginning with the 2008 release of FIFA 08 on PlayStation 3 as the debut installment of the
series. The next year saw the release of FIFA 09, the first FIFA to debut on the Xbox 360, as well as PlayStation Portable, allowing the series to expand its fanbase and gain wider exposure. In 2012, FIFA 10 released on Xbox 360 and PlayStation 3 as well as PlayStation Vita, bringing the series to the handheld gaming market for
the first time in history. The next year (2013) saw the release of FIFA 13 on Xbox 360, PlayStation 3 and PlayStation 4, along with coming to iOS and Android devices. The following year (2014) saw the release of FIFA 14 across PlayStation 3, Xbox 360 and PlayStation 4, with the series debuting on Xbox One and PC in
September of that year. After a successful debut year, the series returned with FIFA 15 in October 2014, launching on Xbox 360, PlayStation 3, Xbox One and PlayStation 4. The following year (2015) saw the release of FIFA 16 across PlayStation 3, Xbox 360, Xbox One and PlayStation 4, with the series debuting on the Nintendo
Switch in September 2015. The release of FIFA 17 (2017) saw the release of the series’ first major expansion in FIFA Ultimate Team (FUT), the Ultimate Edition. FIFA Mobile is the most played football video game in the world, available across a range of mobile platforms including iOS, Android, Kindle Fire and Windows 8.
Alongside FUT, FIFA Mobile also includes a selection of other standalone titles including FIFA 18 for iOS. Explore the biggest leagues and stadiums. Join the community. Compete in FIFA Ultimate Team™, the award-winning hit mobile gaming experience, to build the ultimate team of the world’s best footballers. Play in FIFA, EA
SPORTS™ FIFA, FIFA 18, and FIFA 19. FIFA Ultimate Team is a tournament management game in which you create a dream team of footballers. Build the strongest team you can, drafting your favourite players to dominate your pitch from club to country. Over 10 million fans from around the world play Ultimate Team a month.
FIFA Ultimate Team is brought to you by the makers of FIFA, EA SPORTS, FIFA, and more. bc9d6d6daa
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‘Retired’ legends from previous FIFA games and footballers from real leagues around the world join the ultimate team to challenge for precious silverware. Manage your squad by purchasing, selling, and trading players to create your dream team. Customisation – Customise and match your Team to suit your play style with new
attributes and create your perfect team in an in-game editor to share with friends and challenge them to a duel. NEW SUPER COACHES Download this season of the most dynamic and challenging Super Coaches of all time: Pep Guardiola Jürgen Klopp Jupp Heynckes Ruud Gullit FIFA 22 brings you the best coaches of real-world
football, including Messi, Ronaldo, Neymar, Bale and the best of your own - all with a new approachable, accessible, and intelligent presentation design. Our new STRIKE ZONES system now rewards more for completing passes, and we’ve introduced system-level indicators to see where you need to be to score and win. These
are just a few of the new features included, alongside some great new features we’ve created to improve what FIFA on mobile means to you. PLAYER-LEVEL AND GAME MODE SPEED INDICATORS With a new system-level speed indicator, it’s easier to see your pace, acceleration, and changes of direction. The new player-level
speed indicator changes based on the length of your passes, dribbles, and shots – to help you see when to accelerate and maintain momentum. PASSAGE GRAB Now you can do two things at once. Pass, and then use a new feature, the Passage Grab, to grab the ball back and play a quick pass into a team-mate. GAME MODES
With new modes for FIFA mobile, you can now use your Manager Career mode to create, manage, and run your club from any device, any time, and on the go. PLAYER-LEVEL GUIDE MODE Choose to now play through the whole Premier League season with a series of Player-Level Guide Mode challenges from your player
management screen. Keep track of how you’ve performed and how your club is doing in real-time – right there on your team management screen. NEW WAY TO GO PRO Change the Pro Ladder – Choose now

What's new:

Game World
Career
Multiplayer
Online Seasons

New ways to experience the game

Personal Dribbling
Elastic Pressure
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FIFA is the world's leading club football (soccer) video game franchise. With over 100 million copies sold and nearly 40 years of continuous creation, FIFA has delivered football excellence to fans around the
world, with new features, modes, gameplay innovations and the most complete season modes ever created for football games. With FIFA, the most natural and responsive gameplay of any sports title, and
over 100 licensed teams, stadiums, and clubs, it captures the joy of the beautiful game like no other game franchise. Featuring over 50 million licenses across more than 800 officially licensed teams and 24
official leagues, over 100 million players can create their own MyClub team of their favourite players and take on friends, rivals and rivals online. With FIFA, gamers can play in a wide variety of game modes
ranging from Soccer, Futsal, Beach Soccer, American Football, Rugby, Cricket, Volleyball, Ice Hockey, Soccer Bowling, and many more. EA SPORTS™ FIFA 18: THE OFFICIAL GAME OF THE 2018 FIFA WORLD
CUP™ EDITION (PS4™, XBO®) Summary For FIFA 18: THE OFFICIAL GAME OF THE 2018 FIFA WORLD CUP™ EDITION, EA SPORTS brings the only official game for fans on-the-go in the EA SPORTS FIFA World
Cup 2018 event year. Full of features and content to capture the legacy of this epic sporting occasion including all 22 nations competing, international teams, club teams, stadiums and the most realistic
virtual experience of all time. As well as celebrating the FIFA World Cup in all its immersive glory, fans are sure to experience the beauty of the game through hundreds of brand new camera angles and
lighting effects, as well as thousands of new animations. SUMMARY PLAY ON ANYONE. ANYWHERE. FIFA 18: THE OFFICIAL GAME OF THE 2018 FIFA WORLD CUP™ EDITION brings all the features fans are
asking for, including more than 35 leagues, over 100 player likenesses, and brand new post-match celebrations. EA SPORTS brings the only official game for fans on-the-go in the EA SPORTS FIFA World Cup
2018 event year. FIFA 18 delivers a deep and complete gameplay experience featuring the most realistic and intuitive controls, real-world player agency, and consistent and reliable FIFA Moments, creating
the most authentic and connected football gaming experience in the history of the franchise. KEY FEATURES Unrivaled Control – FIFA 18 brings to life a new generation of real-world player agency to the
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